
Sharon Noonan Kramer 

2031 Arborwood Place 

Escondido. CA 92029 

December 23, 2015                                                 760-822-8026 

So Cal Federal Attorney Laura Duffy 

U.S. Attorney General Loretta Lynch 

U.S. Deputy Attorney General Sally Quillian Yates 

California Governor Jerry Brown 

Medical Director OSHA, Dr. Michael Hodgson 

Presiding Justice California 4
th

/1
st

 MULTI-BILLION DOLLAR ENVIRONMENTAL CRIMINAL  Judith McConnell 

Dear Atty Duffy, AG Lynch, Deputy AG Yates, Dr. Hodgson, Governor Brown & Deadly coram non judice 

SLAPP-case-fixer McConnell, 

RE: Third request to Ms. Duffy to prosecute California Justice McConnell and federal contractors Veritox, Inc., 

et. al. for a decade of case-fixing SLAPPs (including falsifications and cover-up of falsifications of material 

court documents). It has been a horrible decade of retaliation for my exposing (2005) how a scientifically void 

risk assessment model, the Veritox Theory, was marketed into public health and workcomp environmental 

policies, purposed to deny liability for causation of disabilities and deaths from toxigenic Mold
1
.  

This cover letter and two enclosures may be read online at Katy’s Exposure under the title, “California ~ 

Choose Wisely to Stop Science Frauds in Policy over Mold Illnesses”  http://wp.me/plYPz-44Z 

The gist: Governor Brown signed SB655 into law in October 2015.  The law is not going to work to the public’s 

or workers’ best interest -- without Justice McConnell et.al. being prosecuted for their decade of case-fixing 

SLAPP to keep discriminatory scientific fraud able to be used
2
 in U.S. physician education, public health & 

worker-protection-policies, and in U.S. courts. Unless court-fraudsters are punished the science fraud 

(funded by the CDC
3
) will taint how SB655 is implemented. It will entangle more gov’t employees, physicians 

& policy-writers in the mess McConnell created by practicing politics – not law – from her bench. 

 As it always the case when fraudsters work with and within government, it is not the initial unethical act that 

gets one into trouble. What has been done to market discriminatory science fraud over Mold is unethical. 

What McConnell has done to me while trying to cover-up the fraud, is criminal. I want my millions and the 

decade of my life back that McConnell’s criminal retaliation under the color of law stole from my family and 

me for my daring to speak the truth. I want the scientific fraud penned by federal contractors at Veritox, Inc., 

eradicated from being able to harm U.S. public and workers who are being environmentally disabled – and 

are then treated like liars and scammers. I want leading CA court fraudsters (McConnell, Huffman, Benke 

et.al.), Veritox, Inc. owners, along with multiple complicit “public servants” in San Diego County (fourteen 

jurists, multiple court clerks, DA Dumanis & Sheriff Gore) removed from office and behind bars so they can’t 

harm anyone else with collusively felonious acts in the future. Falsification and cover-up of falsifications of 

court documents are felonies
4
 even without the intended purpose of defrauding the U.S. public with the CDC. 

“The departments of Labor and Justice just announced…environmental crimes can bring felony convictions.”
5
  

I and many others will believe the USDOJ & DOL are earnest with this intent when we see Justice McConnell, 

Bruce Kelman of Veritox, Inc., his CA attorney Keith Scheuer, et.al. sitting in jail cells by actions of Ms. Duffy.   

Dr. Hodgson of OSHA has been fighting this particular fraud in public health and workcomp policy even longer 

than I have.  Neither he, nor I, nor anyone else can completely eradicate it without the USDOJ prosecuting 

criminals who have concocted, aided and abetted this environmental crime by retaliatory felonies under the 

color of law in Southern California. Make their punishment fit their crimes for the sake of the people IF the 

USDOJ, DOL and Governor Brown are sincere with their stated intent to protect public and worker safety; and 

to reinstill integrity in justice systems of the United States, including California’s.  

                                                           
1
 California Health & Safety Code 17920(j) “Mold’ means microscopic organisms or fungi that can grow in damp 

conditions in the interior of a building.” 
2
 Sept 2015 Joan Bennett, PhD, citing the retired ACOEM & AAAAI Mold Statements (containing the fraudulent 

Veritox Theory) in the pay-to-publish journal “Toxins” http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4591661/  
3
 CDC funded ACMT still marketing the fraudulent risk model, covered-up by McConnell. http://wp.me/plYPz-3VW 

4
 California Penal Code 134 – court document falsifications are punishable by up to four years in prison 

5
 Commentary: The unseen toll of workplace disease in America | Center for Public Integrity 

http://www.publicintegrity.org/2015/12/23/19078/commentary-unseen-toll-workplace-disease-

america?utm_source=email&utm_campaign=watchdog&utm_medium=publici-email&goal=0_ffd1d0160d-

7acaf8da6b-100240357&mc_cid=7acaf8da6b&mc_eid=7cf9538542 


